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Abstra t
We study the de ay of the in aton in no-s ale supergravity and show that deay due to the gravitational intera tions through supergravity e e ts is highly suppressed relative to the ase in minimal supergravity or models with a generi Kahler
potential. We also show that de ay to gravitinos is suppressed. We demonstrate
that de ay and suÆ ient reheating are possible with the introdu tion of a non-trivial
gauge kineti term. This hannel may be dominant in no-s ale supergravity, yet
yields a re-heating temperature whi h is low enough to avoid the gravitino problem
while high enough for Big Bang Nu leosynthesis and baryogenesis.

1 Introdu tion
Although osmologi al in aton provides an attra tive solution to several problems in luding the horizon/ atness problem [1, 2℄, the realization of an exponentially expanding phase
in the early universe in the framework of realisti parti le physi s models still remains an
open question. As we expe t supersymmetry and supergravity to play a fundamental role
in these models, it is of interest to study in ation in this ontext as well [3℄. However, in
supergravity models with a minimal Kahler potential, all s alar elds generi ally obtain a
supergravity mass orre tion of order the Hubble s ale, and the slow-roll ondition for the
in aton is in general violated, though spe i models [4℄ an be realized. The slow-roll
problem found in generi models of supergravity an be avoided if one uses a non-minimal
Kahler potential of the no-s ale form [5℄. Several models of slow-roll in ation in no-s ale
supergravity have been onsidered [6, 7, 8, 9℄.
No-s ale supergravity models based on a non- ompa t Kahler manifold, with a maximally symmetri oset spa e SU (N; 1)=[SU (N )U (1)℄, have attra ted substantial interest
from string theory be ause su h a Kahler potential typi ally appears in the ompa ti ation of higher-dimensional superstring models [10℄ as well as from parti le physi s model
building [11℄. While lo al supersymmetry is broken by the no-s ale stru ture of the Kahler
potential, there is a residual global supersymmetry leading to semi-positive de nite s alar
potential [5, 11℄. Consequently, one nds that the tree-level osmologi al onstant at the
global minimum vanishes, in ontrast to more generi supergravity models for whi h the
global minimum possesses negative va uum energy density [12℄. Indeed, the tree-level potential is at for the supersymmetry breaking, Polonyi-like eld in no-s ale models, and
so, even though lo al supersymmetry is broken, the gravitino mass s ale is undetermined.
From the viewpoint of parti le phenomenology, this o ers an interesting explanation of the
hierar hy problem through the radiative determination of weak/supersymmetry-breaking
s ale. A non-trivial gauge kineti fun tion an generate a gaugino mass whi h breaks
global supersymmetry. Radiative orre tions set the s ale of the gaugino mass, and the
form of the gauge kineti fun tion determines the ratio between the gravitino and gaugino
masses.
In addition to the slow-role riteria, another essential feature of any su essful in a1

tionary model is suÆ ient reheating without the overprodu tion of gravitinos. So long
as there is no dire t superpotential oupling of the in aton to matter elds, i.e. W =
W (1 ) + W (i ), where 1 is the in aton and the i are matter super elds, the minimal
de ay rate pro eeds via a 3-body gravitational de ay with rate / (h1 i =MP )2 m31 =MP2
p
[13, 14℄, where MP = 8 ' 2:4  1018 GeV denotes the redu ed Plan k mass. This deay leads to a lower limit on the reheat temperature in generi supergravity models of
order TRH  106 GeV for an in aton mass of order 1012 GeV and an in aton va uum
expe tation value (VEV) h1 i ' MP . While the thermal produ tion of gravitinos at this
temperature is not problemati , the dire t de ay of the in aton imposes strong onstraints
on in ation models [15, 16℄. These results also hold in large eld in ation models su h as
haoti [17℄ and hybrid [18℄ in ationary models.
In this letter, we will study the orresponding questions of reheating and gravitino
produ tion in no-s ale supergravity models. In fa t, we nd that the de ay of the in aton is highly suppressed in no-s ale supergravity, whi h is dire tly related to the spe ial
stru ture of the Kahler manifold in no-s ale models. In parti ular, the tree-level gravitational intera tions of the in aton due to supergravity e e ts vanish exa tly at the global
minimum. As a onsequen e, without the dire t oupling of the in aton to matter (whi h
may be problemati for model building) the in aton is stable at the tree-level. Therefore,
the suppression of the gravitational intera tions of the in aton due to the symmetry of
Kahler manifold is of prime importan e in in ation model building in supergravity.
We show, however, that the introdu tion of a non-trivial gauge kineti fun tion an
lead to the de ay of the in aton with su essful reheating [19℄ but without the overprodu tion of gravitinos. Be ause the dominant de ay hannel is spe i ed by the gauge kineti
fun tion in no-s ale models, we an onstrain the gauge kineti fun tion by the reheating
temperate onstraints. Interestingly, sin e the gauge kineti fun tion relates the gravitino
and gaugino masses, the reheating temperature onstraints provide an upper bound on
the gravitino mass.
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2 Setup: No-s ale Supergravity
We onsider a no-s ale model with a Kahler potential of the form [5, 11℄a :
"
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with a supersymmetry breaking eld z , an in aton 1 , matter elds i (i = 2; 3; :::) and
as noted earlier, the superpotential is assumed to in lude no dire t oupling between an
in aton and the other elds, W = W (1 )+W (i ). We also assume that the superpotential
does not ontain z , so that the tree-level potential for z remains at at the minimum (one
of the notable features in a no-s ale supergravity model). Unless expli itly noted, we will
p
adopt Plan k units so that MP = 8 = 1. The total Kahler potential G is de ned as
G  K + F + F y with F  ln W .
The relevant bosoni kineti terms are derived from Gba ( a )(  b ) = Kab ( a )(  b )
for all s alar elds in luding z , the in aton, and matter. Indi es on the Kahler potential
refer to derivatives with respe t to the elds, Ga = G=a , Gb = G=b , et . After
some algebrai rearrangements, these an be written as
1
( K )2 + eK=3 j i j2
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The ve tor eld kineti terms are spe i ed by an additional fun tion f
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as
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and the s alar potential is given as

V = eG [Gi (G 1 )ij Gj

1
3℄ + Ref 1 D D = eG e
2

K=3 F

iF

iy +

1
Ref 1 D D
2

(4)

where the D-term is given by D = gGi Ti j j with a gauge oupling onstant g and
the generator of the gauge group T . Derivatives of the superpotential are denoted by
Fi = Wi =W =  ln W=i . It should be noted that there are no soft masses for s alar elds
in the s alar potential. Further, it is known that even anomaly-mediated SUSY breaking
e e ts vanish in no-s ale supergravity models [20℄. This feature enables us to have an
a We require that the argument of the logarithmi fun tion be positive sin e otherwise the kineti

terms of the matter elds have wrong signs, or equivalently, unitarity is broken.
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arbitrarily large gravitino mass by hoosing an appropriate gauge kineti fun tion [8℄. We
will ome ba k to this point in Se . 5.
The theory is ompletely de ned on e G and the gauge kineti fun tion f are spe i ed. For now, we will take f = Æ . We will onsider a non-trivial form for the gauge
kineti fun tion in Se . 4 when we dis uss the possible in aton de ay hannel through
the terms involving this fun tion.
As one an see from Eq. (4), the s alar potential takes a form reminis ent of globally
supersymmetri models. Indeed, it an be rewritten as
1
V = e2K=3 Wi W iy + Æ D D
(5)
2
The above s alar potential is semi-positive de nite and, from now on, we assume <
F i >=< Fiy >=< D >= 0 at the minimum to ensure the vanishing of the osmologi al
onstant.

3 In aton mass eigenstate
From the form of the Kahler potential and the s alar kineti terms in Eq. (2), it is lear
that we have de ned the theory in a basis with non-minimal kineti terms. In dis ussing
the de ay of an in aton eld, it will be useful to de ne the in aton mass eigenstate in a
basis with anoni ally normalized elds. The anoni ally normalized s alar elds an be
read o from Eq. (2)
s
1
K
(6)
ZR =
6 s
3
1
1 1 
iZI = e<K>=3 (z z  + 01 Æ1
 Æ )
(7)
2
3
3 0 1
i = e<K>=6 i
(8)

A = < Ref >1=2 A
0

(9)

where A is a gauge boson and we assumed that the s alar omponents of z and 1
have nite va uum expe tation values (VEVs), z0 and 10 respe tively (Æ1 is the u tuation around 10 ). We assume that all of the other i have vanishing VEVs due to some
symmetries (e.g. gauge symmetries) b .
b The general pro edure to obtain the mass-eigenstate basis was presented in Ref. [19℄.
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It is straight forward to al ulate the s alar mass matrix in terms of these anoni ally
normalized elds. The s alar mass matrix elements involving the anoni ally normalized
in aton eld are
1   2 V
2V
< 1  > = < 1 j 1  >
   j
   j  j
= e<G> e< 2K=3> < F1k F ykj >
(10)
where we have used hFi i = 0 for all i, and hKi i = 0 for i 6= 1 (note that subs ripts
indi ating the derivatives are with respe t to the model (un-normalized) elds). This
leads to

h   V i = e<K= > < W k W kj >
2

1

3

1

j

(11)

whi h vanishes in the absen e of dire t oupling terms between an in aton and the other
elds in the superpotential, < W1j >= 0 for j 6= 1. Note that we also have

<

2V
2V
2V
2V
>
=
<
>
=
<
>
=
<
 >= 0
 1  j
 1  j
 1 ZR;I
 1 ZR;I

(12)

whi h are obtained from < F i >=< Fi >= 0 at the minimum.
Hen e, if there is no dire t oupling between the in aton and the other elds in W ,
the anoni ally normalized in aton eld is the in aton mass eigenstate.
Before starting the dis ussion for the suppression of the de ay of 1 , we make a brief
omment on an approximate symmetry of Æ 1 (the u tuation around its VEV < 1 >).
In terms of the anoni ally normalized elds, the dependen e of G on the in aton 1
appears only in the superpotential. Sin e the linear term of Æ 1 in the superpotential
should vanish from < W= 1 >=< W=Æ 1 >= 0, the lowest order term in W is
quadrati in Æ 1 . Noting that the higher order terms in Æ 1 do not a e t the de ay of
the in aton, G has an approximate Z2 symmetry of Æ 1 . Taking this into a ount, one
an guess that spontaneous in aton de ay should be suppressed (apart from possible Z2
symmetry breaking via terms in luding the gauge kineti fun tion f ). In the following,
we show expli itly that in aton de ay is indeed suppressed for the terms whi h are solely
determined from G in Se . 3.1-3.3, followed by the dis ussion of the possible in aton
de ay via terms involving f in Se . 4.
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3.1 In aton oupling terms from the mass matrix expansion
We an onsider the expansion of the mass matrix to study the possible de ay of 1 . For
example, the s alar mass matrix i (M20 )ij j (i; j 6= 1) an in prin iple give 1 oupling
terms su h as <  (M20 )ij = 1 > Æ 1 i j . Su h terms however vanish due to the spe ial
form of Kahler potential in a no-s ale model be ause
*

+


(M2 )i Æ 1 i j =
 1 0 j

*

+

 G 2K=3
e e
Fjk F y ki Æ 1 i j
1

*
+
 p2=3ZR
ki

=
e
Æ 1 i j
Wjk W
 1

p = Z  
R
Wjk W  ki Æ  i j
e
  

*

=
= 0

2 3

+

1

1

1

1

(13)

where the last equality is due to the assumption that there are no terms whi h dire tly
ouple an in aton to the other elds in W . In the above, we also used the fa t that
< D i = 1 >= 0, so that the D-term does not ontribute to in aton de ay either. One
also nds that in aton de ay oming from the expansion of the other s alar mass terms
vanish by performing the analogous al ulations as above, su h as <  (M20 )ZR j = 1 >= 0.
Note that the absen e of a de ay term for the in aton to s alars is a dire t result of the
no-s ale form of the potential in Eqs. (4) and (5).
Similarly, the expansion of matter Fermion mass matrix terms i M1=2 ij j as well as
the matter Fermion-gaugino mass matrix  M1=2 i i give a vanishing ontribution for
in aton de ay. In general, we an write the hiral fermion mass matrix as


i M1=2 ij j = eG=2 i Gij + Gi Gj
For the spe i



Gmij (G 1 )nm Gn j

(14)

ase of no-s ale supergravity, this an be rewritten as

eG=2 i




2
1
Gi Gj + Fij + Fi Fj j
3
3

(15)

Subtra ting the Goldstino omponent  = (Gi )i in the unitary gauge, the Fermion mass
The following arguments are not a e ted even if one uses the anoni ally normalized Fermion elds
 i = e<K>=6 i ;  =< Ref >1=2  .
0

0
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matrix term be omes
2 Wi Wj  j

(16)
3 W
Any possible in aton de ay hannels to two hiral fermions an be obtained by the expansion of Eq. (16) around the VEV of < 1 >. As one an see


eK=2 i Wij
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(17)

+

2 Wi Wj 
Æ 1 k i j
3 W

(18)

vanish be ause < Wi >=< W1 >= 0 and we have assumed no dire t oupling between
in aton and the other elds in W . Indeed, we an easily see from the above pro edures
that all the in aton de ay hannels due to the expansion of the Fermion mass terms vanish
at the tree level.
For ompleteness, we also onsider the in aton oupling to gauginos and matter
Fermions,
2igGij (T )ik k  i

(19)
D

E

In aton de ay from this term also vanishes be ause Gij = 1 = 0.
Hen e all tree-level in aton de ays to s alar and fermion matter elds in luding gauginos exa tly vanish at the global minimum in no-s ale supergravity models.

3.2 Derivative oupling
Next we onsider possible in aton de ays via kineti terms. From Eq. (2), we see that
the in aton, 1 , may ouple to s alar elds i through,
*

+

eK=3
Æ1 i yi + h: :
1


(20)

where again Æ1 is the u tuation around its VEV. However, we an easily see that, by
onsidering the anoni ally normalized s alar elds, the total de ay of the in aton mass
7

eigenstate should vanish. All of the derivatives of the oeÆ ients in the kineti terms
in Eq. (2) with respe t to 1 vanish be ause < ZR = 1 >= 0. Hen e the 1 de ay
hannel to anoni ally normalized s alar elds whi h an be obtained by the expansion
of the kineti terms in Eq. (2) exa tly vanish. Couplings su h as those in Eq. (20) are
p
absorbed by the anoni ally normalized mass-eigenstate eld ZR  K= 6. The same is
true for the matter Fermion kineti terms

eK=3

nX1
i=1

i 6  i

(21)

Thus the in aton mass-eigenstate 1 does not de ay through the kineti terms.

3.3 Gravitinos
Finally, let us now onsider the de ay of the in aton into a pair of gravitinos. Gravitino
overprodu tion from in aton de ay is quite dangerous be ause the de ay of gravitinos may
a e t the light-element abundan es or the density of the lightest supersymmetri parti les
(LSPs) produ ed by gravitino de ay may ex eed the allowed dark matter abundan e. The
relevant intera tions for gravitino pair produ tion are given by [21℄
1  G

 1
8
 1 

!

G
  
 1  1 

!

 

1 G=2 G 1 G    
e
Æ  +  Æ 1  [ ; ℄ (22)
8
 1
 1

where  is the gravitino eld, and we have hosen the unitary gauge in the Einstein
frame. Thus the in aton ouplings with gravitinos are proportional to hG= 1 i = 0.
On e again, for ompleteness, we display the s alar-gravitino-gaugino oupling

i i
gG (T )ij j   
2

(23)

whi h also an not ontribute to in aton de ay be ause hGi = 1 i = 0. Therefore,
gravitino pair produ tion rate from in aton de ay vanishes exa tly at the tree-level.

4 In aton de ay via gauge kineti fun tion
The exer ise of the previous se tion shows that in the ontext of no-s ale supergravity, not
only is there no gravitino problem due to ex ess reheating, there is virtually no reheating
8

at all. Thus we are presented with a potentially more severe problem for in ation in
no-s ale supergravity. Finding that the in aton de ay in no-s ale supergravity model is
indeed highly suppressed, the natural question now would be to nd the dominant de ay
hannel of an in aton to reheat the universe.
The absen e of supersymmetry breaking s alar masses in Eq. (4) is one of the features
of a no-s ale model and one me hanism to mediate supersymmetry breaking to the visible
se tor an be spe i ed through a z-dependent gauge kineti fun tion. In this se tion, we
show that terms involving a non-trivial gauge kineti fun tion an be responsible for the
dominant hannel of 1 de ay [19℄.
Among the terms involving the gauge kineti fun tion, the terms of interest here are
!
1
i
1 G=2 f 



1 k
(Ref )F F + (Imf ) F F + e
(G )j Gk   + h: : (24)
4
4
4
j
Other terms involving the gauge kineti fun tion are the derivative oupling terms, and
the in aton de ay rate from those terms are suppressed by the masses of the nal state
parti les. For illustrative purposes, let us take the simplest non-trivial form for f su h
that it depends only on the eld z

 Æ h(z)

f

(25)

This simple hoi e determines the universal Majorana ( anoni ally normalized) gaugino
mass at the uni ation s ale for softly broken global supersymmetry
h
h
1
1
(26)
m1=2 = eG=2 z (G 1 )kz Gk = e(G=2 K=3) z (1 F )
2
Re h
2
Re h
where hz  h=z and we used the relation for the proje tion operator z = (G 1 )kz Gk =
e K=3 (1 F =3)d .
The de ay of the in aton to two gauge bosons an be obtained from the expansion of
Eq. (24)
*

+

1 
h Æ 1 F
1
4 

 F



*

+

z
1
hz 1 Æ 1 F  F 
4

E
1 D
hz e K=3 1 Æ 1 F  F
12

=
=



(27)

d Note the gaugino mass term is related to the gravitino mass m3=2 = jeG=2 j, but, in general, the exa t

ratio an vary depending on the form of f , f. Eq. (26).
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where we have used z= 1 = e <K=3> 1 =3. Thus, the in aton de ay rate to anoni ally
normalized gauge bosons from this oupling be omes of order e
(1 ! A A )  O(10 )  e
3

*

<K>
3

e

K=6 

Mp

+ 2 *
1

hz
Re h

+ 2

m31
Mp2

(28)

In addition, there is also a non-negligible ontribution for the in aton de ay to gauginos
via the gaugino mass term in Eq. (24) whi h from Eq. (26) be omes of order
*

*

1 G=2
e
4

1 G=2
=
e
12

2

K=3

"

"

#+


hz
(1 1 F1 =3) Æ 1  
1
  Re h
!
#+
hz 1
hz

1
 F11 Æ 1  
Re h z
Re h

K=3

0

0

0

0

(29)

where 0 is the anoni ally normalized gaugino eld 0 =< Re h >1=2  . If (hz =Reh)z
is small, the se ond term in Eq. (29) dominates and we obtain a de ay rate to gauginos
<K>
(1 ! 0 0 )  O(10 3)  e 3

*

e

K=6 1 + 2

Mp

*

hz
Re h

+ 2

m31
Mp2

(30)

as in Eq. (28), where we have used m1 = jeG=2 K=3 F11 j (from Eq.(10)).
The reheating temperature in our example is estimated to be of order

TRH

 O(10 ) 
7

*

hz
(Re h)

+

GeV

(31)

for m1  10 7 ( oming from the onstraints on the osmi perturbation amplitude f ) and
h1i ' MP , whi h is low enough to avoid the gravitino problem [22℄ unless < hz =(Re h) >
is tuned to be mu h larger than O(1).

5 Dis ussion and on lusion
In this letter we have shown that the many in aton de ay hannels to the matter elds
and gravitinos are highly suppressed when the Kahler potential is of the no-s ale form,
and that the dominant in aton de ay hannels depend on the gauge kineti fun tion.
eFor the numeri al estimation, we assumed there are a total of 12 gauge bosons as in MSSM.
f We are onsidering here small eld in ation models, su h as that in [6℄, with an in aton VEV

<  > O(1). In fa t, in ation models with a VEV <  >
reheating in no-s ale supergravity.
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O(1)

would su er from insuÆ ient

As a onsequen e, the de ay of the in aton onne ts the reheating temperature with
the relation between gaugino and gravitino masses. For example, in our example, the
reheating temperature is proportional to the ratio of the gaugino mass to the gravitino
mass determined by < hz =Re h >. This is in ontrast to the dis ussions for the other
in ation models in no-s ale supergravity previously onsidered [7, 8℄ where either expli it
in aton ouplings or non-trivial gravitational ouplings are assumed for the in aton de ay.
The dire t oupling of an in aton and other elds in superpotential, for instan e, will spoil
the atness of the in aton potential g even though no-s ale Kahler potential an still help
suppressing the reheating temperature and the gravitino produ tion.
The low reheating temperature ertainly helps resolving the gravitino problem. We
note, however, that the gravitino problem is not generi in no-s ale supergravity models, as the gravitino mass is a priori undetermined and may be as large as the Plan k
s ale [8℄. As we have dis ussed, in generi in ation models based on no-s ale supergravity,
a Plan k mass gravitino would require a very small value for hz restoring our initial problem of suÆ ient reheating. For instan e, if we require a reheating temperature TRH larger
than 10 MeV [23, 24, 25℄, < hz =Re h > annot be smaller than O(10 9 ) from Eq. (31),
whi h leads to m3=2 <
 O(1012) GeV for m1=2 = O(103) GeV (assuming e K=3  O(1), see
Eq. (26)).
Although the non-minimal ouplings between the in aton 1 and the supersymmetry
breaking eld z indu e gravitino overprodu tion in a generi supergravity model, as we saw
in Se . 3.3, in aton de ay into a pair of gravitinos is suppressed in no-s ale supergravity .
This suppression is quite important. If su h suppression did not o ur, it would be very
diÆ ult to satisfy the BBN onstraints [22℄ for an unstable gravitino of a mass m3=2 =
100 GeV 10 TeV. Further, even for gravitinos heavier than 10 TeV, the abundan e of
the LSPs produ ed by gravitino de ay might ex eed the dark matter abundan e h . In
g For example, it may be hard to prevent the ouplings via non-renormalizable operators. The in lusion
of a non-renormalizable oupling su h as W 3 n 1 i n (n > 2) in addition to the superpotential W 3
2 (1 (1 )4 =4) whi h an lead to in ation in no-s ale supergravity [6℄ would require the ne-tuning of
the oupling onstant n  10 7 to insure the atness of the in aton potential if the i obtain a large

(say Plan k s ale) vev due to the quantum u tuations during in ation. Even if the i happen to have
the vanishing vev during in ation so that the in aton potential around the origin is not a e ted by su h a
oupling, we may still derive a limit from the reheating temperature due to the additional de ay hannels
of the in aton whi h is of order n <
10 21+7n (assuming the onservative limit of TRH < 108 GeV ).
h For gravitinos heavier than O(103 4 ) TeV, the resulting temperature after gravitino de ay an be high
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parti ular, as long as the de ay via the gauge kineti fun tion is the dominant sour e
for reheating, the reheating temperature is inversely proportional to the gravitino mass.
So, heavier gravitinos and a lower reheating temperature as a result of a smaller de ay
rate of the in aton via the gauge kineti fun tion, would lead to a larger bran hing ratio
for gravitino produ tion [15℄, making the problem more severe. Fortunately, gravitino
produ tion is suppressed in no-s ale supergravity, and the problems mentioned above are
avoided.
The produ tion of a baryon asymmetry is also somewhat onstrained. For example,
baryo/leptogenesis through out-of-equilibrium de ay normally requires the in aton to deay dire tly into elds generating the asymmetry. In the no-s ale models dis ussed above,
the in aton de ays dire tly only into gauge bosons and gauginos, thus severely limiting
possible me hanisms. Models su h as the Ae k-Dine me hanism at low temperature
would remain plausible possibilities [26℄.
As mentioned before, sin e the modulus z has a at potential at the tree level, there
is a moduli problem asso iated with the z eld. The moduli problem [27℄ is a prevailing
problem in many in ation models, and is quite often a more serious problem than the
gravitino problem. Firstly, one needs to stabilize the moduli. For instan e, to avoid the
run-away minimum during in ation, one may need to modify the Kahler potential [8℄ or
add additional D-term or non-perturbative e e ts [9℄. Se ondly, even if we an stabilize the
moduli, one still needs to worry about their late-time de ay whi h an jeopardize Big Bang
Nu leosynthesis [22℄. Furthermore, it should be noted that, on e z is stabilized by e.g.
introdu ing non-trivial z -dependen e of the superpotential or modifying the stru ture of
the Kahler potential, the anomaly-mediation e e ts are generi ally non-negligible. Then,
it would be diÆ ult to have the gravitino mass larger than O(100) TeV on the basis of
naturalness.
Finally, we note that, analogous to the dis ussion of the de ay of 1 to gravitinos in
Se . 3.3, the modulus ZR (whi h is also a mass eigenstate i) ouples to gravitinos with
p
a oupling of order eG=2 GZR =8. Re alling that < GZR >= 6, the modulus de ay to
enough for LSPs to annihilate eÆ iently (or rea h thermal equilibrium). Then the over losure problem
an be resolved.
i This may not be the ase if z is stabilized by modifying its potential, whi h, however, does not
essentially a e t the following dis ussion.
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the gravitinos may not be negligible (the possible signi an e of the modulus de ay to
the gravitinos was also pointed out in [28℄), if the de ay is kinemati ally allowed. One
possibility to avoid this problem of late-time moduli de ay is the enhan ement of the
moduli de ay at the minimum [29℄. We leave the study of the moduli problem in no-s ale
supergravity for the future work.
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